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6 Was son Court
Saint John, N.B.

Sept 10, 1968

Dear Dr. Burleigh;

Forgive my delay in answering your letter of June 27th regarding the Powell

family but with the mail strike and then summer holidays, time just seems to

pass along and before one knows it, it is nearly fall again.

I was pleased to have the brief sketch of your Powel]. ancestors and am

looking forward to a complete chart to add to my Powell data* If you would sfefert

the chart with William Powell, your 3rd great grandfather, including his birth &

death dates, marriage dates and names of both wives, etc. and then follow the

lineage of each child, dates, marriages, etc and each of their children in turn,

I vould certainly appreciate it. The lineage of each wife is very helpful, as well.

I see where you belive your William Powell to be the son of John Powell 2 as
I have a copy of Mar;'" Powell Bunker's book 'Long Island Genealogies' and you may
very well be correct. I shall try and X&ftMM follow this through to see if we can
prove the connection. Do you know what religion your William followed? I find a

lot of the early families were Quacker but there were also Anglican, Methodist, etc
and the religion information would give me a better idea on where to start looking.

I started to trace the Powell family in I960 and now have two large ring books
full of information. One deals with Thomas Powell of Long Island, New York and his
descendants to the present day. The other book is of Powell's not directly connected
with the Long Island family. I also have a book 'History of the Powell Family of
Virginia' which is another that is not connected to the Long Island branch, at least
as far as I know at the moment.

I would appreciate knowing of any other records of Powell's you might have so

that I might add them to my file. I don't know .if I mentioned in my first letter
that I have a number of Powell pedigrees, one dating to 440 a.d. as well as information
on the name of Powell from Wales and "Ireland. As soon as I get my back mail caught
up, I shall start to type a sketch of the Powell pedigree from 440 a.d. so that
you may have them for your notes.

Looking forward to hearing from you again regarding your Powell ancestors,
I remain,

Yours sincerely

Mrs Frank M. Powell
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